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Abstract - This paper proposes a unique system for text file
communication for effective use of bandwidth and faster
retrieval. When document files are exchanged over mail servers,
they include formatting information that increases text file size
manifold. Bit-stream presents a technique that extracts only
characters from formatted document files resulting in lowered
message transfer time and file size. The major objectives of this
experiment are to maximize:

the reaction speed of information retrieval

the effective use of internet bandwidth and

the use of offsite resources
and to minimize:

the file exchange time

the load on mail servers and

the restrictions of proprietary software use.
The file size in BIT-STREAM Text communication gets reduced
upto 86.55%, which is comparatively higher than any other
compression techniques.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Messages are stored in the mail servers. Gmail, Yahoo,
Rediffmail, Hotmail typically provide around 1GB storage
space per user account by limiting one email attachment to
around 20-25MB. Message transfer over internet (online
storage, attachment, and share) contains lot of formatting
information leading to large file size. Mail servers have limited
resources, which include storage systems, retrieval systems,
ranking systems, etc. IBM’s review claims to create more than
2.5 quintillion bytes of data daily and to meet this criteria any
mechanical/ magnetic device require huge resources[1]. Digital
storage formats have gained maximum share among all the
storage media after 2000. In 2011, 94% of total technological
memory (storage) are in digital format [2]. Australian Bureau
of Statistics claims: the overall volume of data downloaded
increases by 26.0% since June 2011 to 345,518 Terabytes in
Australia [3].
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E-mail transfer is growing at a tremendous rate. In 1995,
100 billion e-mails were sent annually; in 2002 this number
had increased to 5.5 trillion e-mails; in 2010 the amount of
emails sent daily is expected to be around 294 billion that
means 90 trillion mails are sent per year [4]. About 85% of all
email data are due to attachments. People send 20% of their
time searching through their emails and files. Stubbing is one
way, through which links can be sent to the receiver. These
links can contain images, video, formatted text, etc. This way
the load on email servers can be reduced.
Documents with formatting like Microsoft’s word changes
the file format with each release, so, its users are locked into a
system that compels them to buy each upgrade whether they
want a change or not. MS-Word is a proprietary and secret
document format. People may not have the proprietary
software that can read secret format documents. A typical one
page document can be ten times bigger and slower in Word
than in plain text. Many mail servers have limited space in
their email accounts.
Speeds of communications channels, both wired and
wireless are increasing steadily but not dramatically [5]. No
one has configured a cost-effective way to reduce file size, to
store emails, access and search them. The present work is an
attempt to design an adaptive BIT-STREAM mechanism to
perform segmentation of characters from documents
containing characters and formatting information. The
proposed system is the application of BIT-STREAM
mechanism. Characters from document files can be
automatically found out by stream readers using C#.Net
programming language, and can be separated. With the file
streams, the separated characters can be saved into temporary
file. This type of ‘characters only’ file is ultimately small in
size, results in minimizing the file transfer time.
The rest of the paper focuses on the work already done in
relation with text communication and reduction in file sizes.
BIT-STREAM communication and its relation with text
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communication are discussed. This novel system can be
effectively implemented for saving space, retrieving
information faster, and doesn’t abide users by the restriction of
using proprietary software.
II.

RELATED WORK

E-mail transfer is growing at a tremendous rate. In 2010
the amount of emails sent daily was around 294 billion that
means 90 trillion mails were sent per year [4]. Out of them a
huge number of mails contained files as attachments. People
generally use Word files as an attachment for sending official
documents, resume, reports, research papers, thesis, etc. This
exchange of attachments requires ample amount of storage
space, and the need for storage is increasing over time.
Compression technique is one of the solutions for reducing
file size. The data compression software reduces the size of
the data file by a factor of two, or results in a "compression
ratio" of 2:1 [6, 7]. There are two types of data compression;
lossy and lossless data compression. In lossless data
compression, data needs to be uncompressed exactly as it was
before compression whereas in Lossy compression, data
doesn't have to be stored perfectly. Even though some data is
lost, when uncompressed, the data will still be of acceptable
quality. Text files are stored using lossless techniques, since
losing a single character can be in the worst case make the text
dangerously misleading [8].
A Radicati report explains, a typical user sends/receives
messages over email in 2009 about 167; in 2010 about 179; in
2011 about 192 and in 2012 about 205. Hence, email servers,
who store these mails, need more storage space. Out of the
total number of messages in 2009, the messages sent/received
with attachments were 37. The average storage per corporate
user per day required was 20.3MB. And, this number is
continuously increasing: in 2010 it was 22.3MB, in 2011 it
was 25MB, in 2012 it is about to reach 27.6MB and in 2013 it
is projected to cross 30.8MB [9].
Compression reduces file sizes to a considerable amount.
Run length encoding or run length limiting is a simple
compression technique. In it, if we have a text file in which
the same characters are often repeated one after another. Run
length encoding compresses the file by removing redundancy
of characters. Run length encoding is actually not meant for
compressing text files, because, a text file has meaningful
information, and doesn’t have a lot of long, repetitive
character strings [8].
Another Compression technique is Huffman coding, in
which, the characters in a data file are converted to a binary
code, where the most common characters in the file have the
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shortest binary codes, and the least common have the longest
[8].
LZ-77 uses pointers to previous words or parts of words
in a file to obtain compression. Lempel and Ziv came up with
an improved scheme in 1978, appropriately named LZ-78, and
it was refined by a Mr. Terry Welch in 1984, making it LZW
[10,11]. LZW takes that scheme one step further, actually
constructing a "dictionary" of words or parts of words in a
message, and then using pointers to the words in the
dictionary.
III.

BIT-STREAM COMMUNICATION

BIT-STREAM refers to the retrieval of data from
different resources by performing simple operations [12]. Data
can be extracted in the form of a stream of characters from
document files. BIT-STREAM in this context is used as bits
and pieces of the media stream. The proposed system is the
application of BIT-STREAM mechanism. Characters from
document files are treated as a group in the form of a stream.
It can be automatically found out by stream readers using
C#.Net programming language, and can be separated.
IV.
BIT-STREAM FOR TEXT COMMUNICATION
For this BIT-STREAM program to execute, we inherit the
GetDocText.Doc namespace. Then we create private
components for container, file handler, display objects, action
listeners, etc. User friendly interface is built. At the start
event, the dlgOpenFile.ShowDialog will handle the selection
of files. The selected file is then checked for its format/ type.
If the selected file is of MS-Word document format (*.doc),
with formatting information, it is forwarded for character
extraction. For reading the text matter from selected files
advanced class of StreamReader is used. StreamReader class
is a container for a method headline that reads a stream of
characters from a file in a block of 255 characters. Figure 1
indicates a sample code for this procedure.
Using the FileStream class a temporary file is created.
UTF Encoded bytes are extracted from the document file.
Extracted characters are stored in a temporary file. The
temporarily created file has a very less size compared to
original document file. Net. Mail namespace is necessary for
sending mail with attachment through the mail server. It is
possible to send the mail from BIT-STREAM desktop
application. Mail will be sent by creating SMTP client and
providing necessary network credentials to it. It is observed
that the mail is sent with attachments.
At the receiver side, the automated control object is able
to identify the type of file to be accessed through email. File
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handler reads plain text data from attachment, creates a
document, saves the text into a document file.
The receiver is free from the restrictions of using
proprietary software. This application confirms from the user,
whether to use it with proprietary software or not.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The proposed system is executed on the HP Pavilion
dv2700 Notebook PC with Intel (R) Pentium (R) Dual CPU @
1.73GHz processor and 2GB RAM and Microsoft Visual
Studio 2008 with C#.Net as the development framework. The
performance of BIT-STREAM was tested on two doc files;
one with plain text characters and other having formatting
information.
A. Algorithm
Algorithm: BIT-STREAM Text communication
Figure 1:Snapshot of Sample program code.

START:
Step 1. Declare variables and inherit namespace for
document
access.
Step 2. Create private components for file handling,
displaying
objects.
Step 3. Design User Friendly interface.
Step 4. Allow the user to select the document file to be
communicated.
Step 5. Implement a reader for text access.
Step 6. Read lines from document file.
Step 7. Store them into memory.
Step 8. Implement File Streaming for creating temporary
file,
saving the contents of memory.
Step 9. Save the temporary file.
Step 10. Start the sending mail.
Step 11. Use SMTP client and Net mailing service.
Step 12. Provide Network credentials.
Step 13. Attach file to be transmitted.
Step 14. Send the file.
Step 15. Release memory used for temporary file.
STOP.
B. Snapshots
In snapshots, figure 1 is of sample program code. It
shows the sample code for accessing the document file
contents. Figure 2 is of User Interface form for selecting a
document file. The user selects the document file to be
communicated over email. Figure 3 is an interface window,
using it, users can send an attachment to the email recipient.
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Figure 2:Snapshot of Form for selecting *.doc file.

Figure 3: Snapshot of file attachment & sendmail.

VI.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The results show the file size reduction in original file
size. A plain text document file with 612 words of size 31,744
bytes is processed for BIT-STREAM. After RAR compression
file size is reduced to 8,541 bytes i.e. 73.09% reduction; after
ZIP compression file size is reduced to 8,818 bytes i.e.
72.22%; and, the BIT-STREAM character extraction reduces
file size to 4,112 bytes with reduction upto 87.05% showing
considerable increase. In case of formatted text document file
of 612 words of size 32,768 bytes; the RAR compression
reduces file size to 9,098 bytes i.e. 72.23%; ZIP reduces file
size to 9,402 bytes i.e. 71.30%; and, the BIT-STREAM
reduces file size to 4,566 bytes i.e. 86.06% reduction.
Ultimately, the file transfer becomes faster, bandwidth gets
saved, retrieval becomes faster. The result is summarized in
table below.
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Original File

PlainText.doc
(612 words)
FormatText.doc
(612 words)

Original
Size in
bytes

BIT-STREAM
created file

31,744
32,768

RAR Compressed
Size in bytes
%
Reduction

Size in
bytes

%
Reduction

Size
in
bytes

%
Reduction

PlainTextTest.txt

8,541

73.09%

8,818

72.22%

4,112

87.05%

FormatTextTest.t
xt

9,098

72.23%

9,402

71.30%

4,566

86.06%
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VII.
CONCLUSION
In this paper Bit-Stream mode of communication for text
messages is presented. From the source of references, this is
the first effort towards extraction of characters from formatted
text files for exchange through mail servers. As mentioned
earlier, most of the people use Microsoft Word as the file
transfer format as attachment, which results in consumption of
huge size. It becomes necessary to use proprietary software
for reading those files. The file size in BIT-STREAM Text
communication gets reduced upto 86.55%. Whereas in RAR,
file size is reduced upto 73% and using ZIP techniques file
size is reduced upto 72%. Thus, the file size in BIT-STREAM
Text communication is comparatively more condensed than
RAR and ZIP techniques. This model saves space, time for
exchanging information, keeps no restriction on proprietary
software requirements. The communication technique
presented here makes information retrieval fast.
VIII.

ZIP Compressed
Size in bytes
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